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Page 2 A bodyboard that suits you or maybe your child is essential to get the maximum enjoyment out of the sport. So whether you want to get a board sorted for your next holiday to the coast or want a board that will see you through the first phase of your access to a new sport, see what factors you should prioritize when considering your next board. Size Choosing your first table
as a beginner may seem like a difficult process, but the number one thing to consider before style is the size of your table. A size that isn't appropriate won't allow you to make the most of your board and can leave you disappointed with your first out your first out your first out your first out on the waves with your new gear. Check out our size guide section for more information on
how to customize. Characteristics In terms of characteristics of a beginner boards it is important that you choose onboard that behave as you need it. Buying a really expensive table can be a waste of time as you won't be able to utilize its fine-tuned properties. Core We recommend that you choose a table with an EPS kernel. An EPS core will provide just enough flex as well as
great buoyancy and strength. Its cushioning extruded polyester foam will also help cushion your elbows and hips, two areas that can get irritated for first time bodyboarders. The EPS core also has good water resistance properties. It's great if you damage your table when you transport it to the beach. As a beginner you will probably invest in a bodyboard bag from off, so a table that
can stand up to some bashes is a good choice! Slick HDPE decks are best for beginners due to their durability and low resistance, which means they maximize speed even on less slower waves. The Deck An XPE or IXPE deck provides great water resistance and high stiffness, making it a very durable deck. Tail In terms of tail shape, Crescent or Bat Tail designs are both user
friendly designs. However, a crescent tail makes it easier for you to place your hips on the back of the board to catch waves. They are also comfortable while paddling out behind waves. However, a Bat tail will improve in weaker surf or unpredictable waves and will provide extra flotation for a heavier rider. There is a lot of misinformation about the crucial topic of choosing the right
size bodyboard. This is the #1 mistake, by far, people make when they buy. Some say a table that reaches your belly button, others say a table that fits comfortably under your arm... what's right and what's wrong? I heard a lot of things like that when I started bodyboarding (about 18 years ago when I was 13), and most of it is nonsense that misleads a lot of people. But you've
come to the right place. If you read my bodyboard size chart guide below (in full, keep reading after the chart) you will now know how to choose it size bodyboard. Bodyboard Size Chart Now it's time for a BodyboardNow that you know the correct size for too It's time to get your table. I chose the best boards out there and broke it down by size. 41 &amp; 42 - The Morey Mach 7
Mach 7 model by Morey is an industry classic. This is the most iconic board in bodyboard history, dating back to 1981, and they continue to produce Mach 7 to this day. Point is, this table is tried and true, refined to perfection over several decades and ... at a very affordable price. I think it's the best bang for the buck out there. That is why this committee is by far my greatest
recommendation. A complete beginner can use this board to learn about, but it's also so good that an advanced rider can rip at this thing too. I have a Mach 7 in my quiver myself. 33, 37, 41 - Luc ky BumsThe Lucky Bums bodyboard is the best table out there for the price. It has a very affordable price, take much less than Mach 7, but it's made for brand new beginner bodyboards
to get a start. This board is perfect for children (sizes 33 &amp; 37) or adults (size 41) who only need to go to the beach for a holiday or a similar situation. This board is perfect for walking right on the wave and just catching whitewater waves, which means for someone who's just having fun and goofing around while they're on their annual vacation to the beach. But if you are
looking for performance and trying to learn how to rip and do tricks then I would definitely recommend skipping this table and getting Mach 7. Big toys for big boys. This is the ideal bodyboard for the XL rider, hence the name Big Kahuna. It comes with all the quality that Morey is known for, with the same craftsmanship as the Mach 7 model, just a little bigger! If a 44 size table is
your size, you can't go wrong with Big Kahuna.I actually owned this table as well and I was very impressed but it was too big for me so I ended up giving it to a friend. It is durable and a thick width for good buoyancy, this board will hold up and last for years. Accessories You will NeedleashI put a cord first because it is the most essential for your bodyboard. Who wants to go
chasing after your table all the time after each wave? Some people don't wear leash and think they're cool, but they're stupid because you burn a lot of energy and time swimming after your board and you don't try tricks and things you're unsure about because you don't want to lose your board. Bottom line: A bodyboard cord is your friend in the water. The best bodyboard cord that
I recommend is the Creatures of Leisure Ryan Hardy model. Ryan one of the top pro's in the world and favorite of mine, but that's not why I recommend this leash. That's the toughest leash out there. It's construction is like Fort Knocks.The problem is that a lot of cords break or wear out over time. Not this one. You can bodyboard 1 foot waves at your local or beach or Pipeline in
Hawaii. It's pleasant, but indestructible. This is a bicep cord that I recommend, which means that the cord is fastened around bicep on your arm. The second option is a wrist cord, which I am recommend unless you have tried both and prefer it. There's more to it than just a chart chart above is the best it gets when it comes to charts, but it's just that... a chart. This chart will work for
a lot of people, but not all. There are some exceptions. There are all different body types, so sometimes you have to read between the lines (literally) in some cases. But before we get into it, I need to get two things off my chest: #1 board should be around your belly button [myth] If someone tells you this doesn't listen. I'm tall and thin, so if I followed this rule I'd be riding a giant
table and a short and voluptuous (fat) person would be riding a kids board and they'd sink like the Titanic. This rule doesn't work for most people. #2 Boogie Board [fact] Boogie board and bodyboard are the same thing, but the correct term is bodyboard. Bodyboard is the name of the sport and the boogie board is a brand. I say this so you know we're taking about the same thing,
but it might as well be called boogie board size chart guide, since a lot of people know this as a boogie board. Okay, move on. #3 that the chart above will work as a charm except in 3 situationsSome body types Can't fit this chart, just set. Maybe you're just such a weird shape, and so this chart isn't always a one size fits all concrete rule. Just don't fit (under the arm, etc.) A bit of the
same as body types, if it just doesn't feel right then the chart might not be for you. Maybe the board doesn't even fit under the arm well when holding and carrying it (too big or too small). Personal preferencesSome riders just prefer a certain size. Advanced riders sometimes ride smaller boards because at their level it may be best to perform maneuvers with a more responsive
board. Other factors to considerIf you are a beginner, you don't need to know this, but if you get more serious in bodyboarding then it would be helpful to know the info below when choosing your table to get it more fine-tuned to what you're trying to achieve. Crescent vs. bat tailThere are two types of tail styles; crescent and bat tails. Either will be fine. Crescents grip the waves
better, while bat tails are a little more loose when riding. dow vs polypro kernel Most boards are polypro and that's typically what you want for a beginner board. As you advance you can try a dow board, especially if you are in colder water as they are most flexible and bend much more versus polypro, which is a stiffer core. Mesh and stringersYou want to make sure that your new
board has a stringer at its core. This is preventing it from curling, giving it more lifetime use. For the more advanced rider, look into the mesh to strengthen the core, that's cool thing, you'll thank me later. For beginners a bodyboard with an EPS core is sufficient and is the most common feature at entry level beginner bodyboards. This rigid but lightweight foam provides the ideal
platform for diving on broken broken and ride them to the beach. It gives enough buoyancy is a reasonably flexible table - enough for children and beginners. If you and your family intend to just ride the white water straight towards the beach from the waist depth of water, then this type of bodyboard is fine. A stiffer board is for the more experienced - they work better in bigger
waves and tend to be harder to control in choppy conditions, so really you want your child to have a table they can steer in waves, so it needs some flex. Just as big is really not too important at this level, generally the tip should reach around your navel, but an extra inch or so longer really won't matter and can give you a bit more flotation. Longer is better as a bodyboard that is too
short will not give enough flotation. Our most popular sizes for children are 33 and 37 bodyboards for tall teens and adults using 42 bodyboards and larger ones. With bodyboard sizing comes from measuring the board diagonally from corner to corner, measure your child from floor to navel using this as a guideline: Bodyboard Size Centreline Length3332.53736Our range of
straight tail bodyboards are perfect for beginners, but if your child is older or has bodyboarded before maybe try one with a crescent design. These are ideal for keeping the wave well and are good user-friendly boards. The shape allows you to place your body so that your hips are at the back of the board, perfect for catching and staying on the wave! Click here to browse our full
range of bodyboards prices starting from £9.99 :) :)
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